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We seek multiple solutions to systems of semilinear elliptic equations of the type
&2U(x)={H(x; U(x)) x # 0
U(x)=0 x # 0,
where 0/RN (N1) is a bounded regular domain and U=(u1 , u2): 0  R2. For
a class of potentials where the variables are strongly coupled as in the model
H(x; u1 , u2)= |u1 | :1 |u2 |:2 with :i>1, we provide the existence of nine nontrivial
solutions characterized by sign properties of each component.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [2] Bartsch and Wang considered a superlinear elliptic equation
&2u(x)= f (x, u(x)) x # 0
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Extending a previous work by Wang
[15], they proved that, when f is superlinear both near zero and at infinity,
the problem possesses at least three nontrivial solutions, distinguished by
their sign (positive, negative, and sign-changing). The proof relies upon the
application of the Critical Point Theory on partially ordered Hilbert spaces
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that has been developed starting from fundamental works by Hofer [11],
Chang [3], and De Figueiredo and Solimini [10]. These techniques have
often been exploited in the literature to obtain multiple solutions in the
case of one single equation; see, e.g., [3, 7, 11, 15] and, more recently in
the case of systems, [4]. A contribution to the field was also given by the
authors in [5].
In dealing with systems of k2 equations of gradient type, the underly-
ing functional space is naturally endowed with k independent relations of
partial ordering: the aim of this paper is to study the case when many
ordering structures act independently, expecting that their combination
should lead to a richer set of solutions.
We shall deal with systems of two semilinear elliptic equations of
gradient type,
&2U(x)={H(x; U(x)) in 0
(1)
U(x)=0 on 0,
where 0/RN (N1) is a bounded regular domain and U=(u1 , u2): 0 
R2. Our techniques, however, can be extended with some minor changes to
cover the case of k3 equations (see Remark 1.1). We consider the follow-
ing assumptions:
(H1) {H(x; U ) is Carathe odory and there exist positive constants C,
p such that \U # R2, a.e. x # 0,
|{H(x; U )|C(1+|U | ) p&1 2<p<2*,
where 2*=+ if N2 and 2*=2N(N&2) if N3.
(H2) There holds
lim
|U |  0
|{H(x; U )|
|U |
=0 uniformly in x # 0.
(H3) For every i, j # [1, 2] there holds
lim
uj  0
H
ui
(x; U )=0
uniformly in x # 0 on compact sets of R2.
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(H4) There are :i>1 such that
H
ui
(x; U ) ui:i H(x; U )>0
for all U # R2 with u1u2 {0, a.e. x # 0.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume (H1)(H4) hold. Then problem (1) has at least
nine nontrivial solutions U=(u1 , u2), satisfying the following sign conditions:
both u1 and u2 are strictly positive or negative in the first four solutions; four
others are such that one of the two components is of one sign while the other
is of changing sign, and finally both components change their sign in the ninth
solution.
Remark 1.1. (a) In the case of k3 components the theorem admits
a natural extension leading to the existence of 3k nontrivial solutions,
characterized by the sign of each component.
(b) When the potential H is of class C2, condition (H2) follows from
assumption (H3).
(c) The sign conditions (Hui)(x; U ) ui>0 contained in (H4) can
be improved by requiring (H4) only for large values of |U | under the
following additional assumption (see Remark 8.1).
(H5) For every i there holds (Hu i)(x; U ) ui> &Cu2i .
We shall work in a variational setting, seeking solutions to (1) as critical
points of an energy functional. To achieve our multiplicity result we shall
exploit the techniques developed in [5], linking some properties of the
nonlinearitiy to the presence of open cones (in the functional space) that
are positively invariant for the gradient flow associated to the problem.
Then we shall apply suitable minmax arguments in order to find critical
points both inside and outside the cones. Actually, our techniques work
under a slightly different set of assumptions, and we can prove the asser-
tion of Theorem 1.1 in the form of the ‘‘auxiliary’’ Theorem 2.1. This result
can be of independent interest. Indeed, the assumptions of the two
theorems are not completely comparable; see Remark 2.1. From this result
the final proof of Theorem 1.1 will follow by an appropriate approximating
procedure.
For further references on semilinear elliptic systems we quote, e.g., Costa
and Magalhaes [6], Dancer and Du [8], De Figueiredo and Felmer [9],
de Barros and Silva [1], and Lazer and McKenna [12].
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2. THE AUXILIARY THEOREM
For easier notation, let us denote U=(s, t) # R2 and let us introduce the
nonlinearities f and g as
H
s
(x; s, t)= f (x; s, t)
(H)
H
t
(x; s, t)= g(x; s, t).
We are going to assume that f and g belong to the classes of functions
F :=[ f : 0_R2  R: f satisfies (f1), (f2), (f3)]
G :=[g : 0_R2  R: g satisfies (g1), (g2), (g3)],
where
(f1) f is Carathe odory and there exist positive constants C, p such
that \(s, t) # R2, a.e. x # 0,
} f (x; s, t)s }C(1+|s|+|t| ) p&2 2<p<2*.
(f2) lim |s|  0 ( f (x; s, t)s)=0 uniformly in x # 0 and in t bounded.
(f3) f (x; s, t) s0 for all s, t # R, a.e. x # 0.
(g1) g is Carathe odory and there exist positive constants C, p such
that \(s, t) # R2, a.e. x # 0,
} g(x; s, t)t }C(1+|s|+ |t| ) p&2 2<p<2*.
(g2) lim |t|  0 (g(x; s, t)t)=0 uniformly in x # 0 and in s bounded.
(g3) g(x; s, t) t0 for all s, t # R, a.e. x # 0.
Moreover, we shall assume that the two nonlinearities are linked as
follows:
(f0) lim |t|  0 f (x; s, t)=0 uniformly in x # 0 and in s bounded.
(g0) lim |s|  0 g(x; s, t)=0 uniformly in x # 0 and in t bounded.
(h) There exist %>2 and M>0 such that, for all st{0 and
s2+t2>M2, a.e. x # 0,
0<%H(x; s, t) f (x; s, t) s+ g(x; s, t) t.
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Hereafter, until Section 8 when we shall finally prove our main
Theorem 1.1, we shall assume that ( f, g) satisfies all the previous proper-
ties, i.e., that ( f, g) belongs to
H :=[( f, g) # F_G : (H ), (f0), (g0), (h) hold],
and we shall prove
Theorem 2.1. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1
holds.
Typical examples of nonlinearities f and g that we wish to consider in
our theorems are the partial derivatives of a potential H in the form
H(x; s, t)=|s|: |t| ;. (2)
In order to satisfy both (f1), (g1) and (f2), (g2), we have to choose :>2,
;>2, and :+;<2*. Unfortunately, in high dimensions this is not
allowed, since 2*4 as soon as N>3. Hence the above class of potentials
is covered by Theorem 2.1 only if N3. Nevertheless, we can exhibit a
relevant class of potentials H satisfying all of the above assumptions in
every dimension: it suffices to consider
H(x; s, t)=. \ |s||t|+ |s| : |t| ; :>1, ;>1, :+;<2*,
where .: R+  [0, 1] is a smooth function that takes the value 1 if
12z2; it is nondecreasing in [0, 1], .(z)#z2 if z<14; and
.(z)=1z2 if z>4. A family of potentials of this type will appear in the
approximation procedure exploited for the proof of Theorem 1.1 (see
Section 8).
Remark 2.1. (a) Note that the assumptions (H1)(H4) of
Theorem 1.1 are satisfied in the class of model potentials (2), provided
:>1, ;>1, :+;<2*. Thus, referring to this relevant class of potentials,
the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are more restrictive than those of
Theorem 1.1.
(b) Let us compare the sets of assumptions introduced in the two
stated theorems. Conditions (f1), (g1) are strictly stronger than (H1); also,
the four conditions (f0), (g0) and (f2), (g2) together imply both (H2) and
(H3). On the other hand, (H4) implies both (f3), (g3) and (h). Thus the
two sets of hypotheses are not comparable.
Remark 2.2. The sign conditions (f3) and (g3) can be improved in the
following way:
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(f3$) There exists C>0 such that \(s, t) # R2 it holds that f (s, t) s
&Cs2.
(g$3) There exists C>0 such that \(s, t) # R2 it holds that g(s, t) t
&Ct2.
For this a sharper construction of the pseudogradient is needed; see
Remark 6.3.
3. NOTATION
We shall work in the functional space H_H where H :=W 1, 20 (0). We
shall endow H_H with the Hilbert structure induced by the inner product
( (u, v); (a, b))H_H=|
0
{u(x) {a(x) dx
+|
0
{v(x) {b(x) dx (u, v), (a, b) # H_H.
We denote the corresponding norm by & }&. The norms in L p will simply be
denoted by & }&p . Let us recall that H/L p(0)=: L p for all 2p2*,
where the embedding is also compact if p satisfies the strict inequality;
obviously we have the analogous embeddings of H_H in L p_L p. We
define the energy functional associated to (1) as
J(u, v)= 12 |
0
( |{u(x)| 2+|{v(x)|2) dx&|
0
H(x; u, v) dx, u, v # H.
(3)
By (f1) and (g1) it turns out that J # C1(H_H, R) and thus it makes sense
to look for solutions to (1) in the weak sense as critical points for J ; i.e.,
(u, v) # H_H such that J$(u, v)=0, where
J$(u, v)(a, b)=|
0
({u(x) {a(x)+{v(x) {b(x)) dx
&|
0
( f (x; u, v) a(x)+ g(x; u, v) b(x)) dx.
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By the Rietz Theorem, for all (u, v) # H_H it is possible to associate to
J$(u, v) the element {J(u, v) # H_H in such a way that J$(u, v)(a, b)=
({J(u, v); (a, b))H_H \a, b # H. We can identify {J(u, v) by the operators
Ku and K v: H_H  H defined as
&2K u(u, v) :=f (x; u, v) &2K v(u, v) :=g(x; u, v). (4)
Indeed, denoting by K :=(Ku, K v), it holds that
{J(u, v)=(u, v)&K(u, v) \u, v # H.
Given u # H we shall denote by u& the function of H : u&(x)=&u(x) if
u(x)<0; u&(x)=0 if u(x)0. In the following we shall often write f (s, t)
instead of f (x; s, t) (analogously for g and H ). Then a general element of
H_H will be denoted by U :=(u, v); given any map 8 taking values in
H_H, we shall denote as 8u and 8v its projections onto the first and
second factor.
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Lemma 4.1. Assume f # F. Then \R, =>0, _$=$(=, R) such that
&v&HR 7&w&H<$ O " f (w, v)w "N2<=.
Proof. Let [(un , vn)] be such that &vn &HR and &un &H  0. Let us
consider
hn(x) :=
f (x; un(x), vn(x))
un(x)
x # 0.
the assertion will be proved by showing that, with the previous assumptions,
hn  0 in LN2. To this end let us note that, by the Sobolev embeddings, it
holds that (up to a subsequence) vn converges to its weak limit in Lr for
any r<2* and un  0 in Lr. Thus, by the Lebesgue Inverse Theorem,
un(x)  0 a.e. x # 0 and there exist positive functions u, v # Lr such that
|un |u and |vn |v. It follows that hn(x)  0 a.e. x # 0. Indeed, for a.e.
x # 0, we have that sn :=un(x)  0 and that tn :=vn(x) is bounded by v(x);
thus assumption (f2) implies f (sn , tn)sn  0. Moreover, there exists h # LN2
such that |hn |h. This follows by (f1), since it implies
|hn |(1+|un |+|vn | ) p&2(1+|u|+ |v| ) p&2=: h.
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Note that h # LN2, since (by p<2*) we can assume u, v # L( p&2) N2. The
final result follows by applying the Lebesgue Theorem. K
Now we give two technical lemmas devoted to giving estimates on J and
{J in a bounded region of H_H, when U belongs to
\&u&2*&v&2* $ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
$+
for a suitable choice of $. Let us first treat the terms involving the
nonlinearity f. The easiest situation for f is when u is near the origin:
Lemma 4.2. Assume f # F. Then \R, =>0, _$=$(=, R) such that for all
u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR] it holds that
&u&2*<$ &v&2* O } |0 f (u, v) w }<=.
Proof. The result immediately follows by (f1), applying the generalized
Ho lder inequality with a=N2, b=2*, and c=2*,
} |0 f (u, v) w }C &u&2* &w&2* &1+|u|+|v| & p&22*
C $ &v&2* &w&2* &1+|u|+|v| & p&22* ,
where C>0 comes from the embedding L2* /L( p&2) N2. Since u, v, w #
[z # H : &z&HR], by the Sobolev embedding we find a positive constant
CR , depending on R, such that
} |0 f (u, v) w }CR$.
Thus, with the choice CR $<=, we obtain the proof. K
More work is needed to give such an estimate when we are in the other
half of the region, i.e., when u is only bounded while v is approaching the
origin.
Lemma 4.3. Assume f # F and it satisfies (f0). Then \R, =>0,
_$=$(=, R) such that for all u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR] it holds that
&v&2*<$ &u&2* O } |0 f (u, v) w }<=.
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Proof. First let us note that, for any fixed R, =>0, there exists an
M=M(R, =)>0 such that, for all u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR],
} ||u|M f (u, v) w }<
=
2
.
Indeed, since u # L2*, the Chebyshev inequality implies that
meas[x # 0 : |u|M]&u&2*2* M
&2*. Now, by the growth condition (f1)
and by applying the Ho lder generalized inequality (with exponents
a=2*( p&2), b=2*, c=2*, d=2*p), we obtain
} ||u|M f (u, v) w }
|
|u|M
|w| |u| (1+|u|+|v| ) p&2
(meas[x # 0 : |u|M]) p2* &u&2* &w&2* &1+|u|+|v| & p&22*
M&p &u&1+ p2* &w&2* &1+|u|+|v| &
p&2
2* .
Since u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR], by the Sobolev embedding we find a
positive constant CR , depending on R, such that
} ||u|M f (u, v) w }CR M&p<
=
2
if M is large enough (depending on R and =).
Thus in the following we can assume |u|M. By assumption (f0) we
have
\m>0 _\=\(M, m)>0 such that |s|<M7 |t|<\ O | f (s, t)|<m.
Thus we can compute as before,
} |0 f (u, v) w }
|
|v| <\
m |w|+|
|v|\
|w| |u| (1+|u|+|v| ) p&2
mC &w&2*+(meas[x # 0 : |v|\]) p2* &u&2* &w&2* &1+|u|+ |v| & p&22*
mC &w&2*+\&p $ p &u& p+12* &w&2* &1+|u|+|v| & p&22* ,
where C>0 comes from the embedding L2* /L1, and in the last
inequality we are assuming &v&2*<$ &u&2* with $ to be chosen. Since
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u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR], by the Sobolev embedding we find a positive
constant CR , depending on R, such that
} |0 f (u, v) w }CR \m+\
$
\+
&p
+ .
Now, fix =>0. In order to have |0 f (u, v) w|= we first choose m in such
a way that mCR<=2. Once we have the corresponding \, we choose $
small enough to have CR $ p\&p<=2. Note that such a $ depends only on
R and =, and it satisfies the thesis. K
Completely analogous estimates hold for the terms involving g, when g
satisfies the right assumptions. Thus finally we have
Lemma 4.4. Assume g # G. Then \R, =>0, _$=$(=, R) such that
&u&HR 7 &w&H<$ O" g(u, w)w "N2<=.
Lemma 4.5. Assume g # G and that it satisfies (g0). Then \R, =>0,
_$=$(=, R) such that for all u, v, w # [z # H : &z&HR] it holds that
\&u&2*&v&2* $ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
$+O } |0 g(u, v) w }<=.
We also have the following
Corollary 4.6. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then \R, =>0, _$=$(=, R) such
that for all u, v # [z # H : &z&HR] it holds that
\&u&2*&v&2* $ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
$+O } |0 H(u, v) }<=.
Proof. It is enough to recall that H(s, t)=s0 f (r, t) dr and thus
H(s, t) f (s, t) s by assumption (f3). Now the result follows directly by
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. K
5. A PSEUDOGRADIENT FLOW
One of the basic tools in Critical Point Theory is a family of deforma-
tions of the space that follow the gradient flow associated to the functional.
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In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we shall make use of special deformations
of the space, satisfying some invariance properties. In this section we are
going to exhibit a class of suitable pseudogradients and we show a first
class of subsets that are positively invariant under the associated flows.
Definition 5.1. Let X be a Hilbert space and J # C1(X, R). A
pseudogradient for J is a locally Lipschitz continuous vector field V : X  X
satisfying the conditions, for all U # X,
(i) &V(U )&22 &{J(U )&2,
(ii) &{J(U )&22(V(U ), {J(U )).
Given a pseudogradient V for J one can build a class of continuous
homotopies of the space X by solving the differential equation (see, for
instance, the book [16])
d
dt
’(U )=&(’) V(’) &V(’)&&1,
’(U, 0)=U.
Deformation Lemma. Let X be a Hilbert space, and J # C1(X, R) and
B/A be closed subsets of X such that d(B, Ac)>0 and infA &{J&>0. Then,
for any V : X  X pseudogradient for J, there exist \>0 and a continuous
map ’: X_R+  X such that
(a) ’(U, t)=U \t # R+ if U # Ac or t=0;
(b) J(’(U, } )) is decreasing \U # X ;
(c) J(’(U, s))&J(’(U, t))\(t&s) if ’(U, r) # B \r # [s, t], 0s<t ;
(d) ’( } , t) b ’( } , s)=’( } , t+s) \t, s0.
We are going to construct a suitable pseudogradient for our functional
J as defined in (3). To this aim let us introduce the following subsets of
H_H,
Br :=[U # H_H : &U&H_Hr]
TR, r, $ :={U # BR "Br 7\&u&2*&v&2* $ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
$+=
SR, r, $ :={U # BR"Br 7 $&u&2*&v&2* 
1
$= .
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For any 0<r<R and 0<2$<1, we consider a cut-off function
*: H_H  [0, 1] depending on r, R, $ with the properties
*(U ) :={01
if U # Br _ TR, r, $
if U # Bc2R _ S2R, 2r, 2$
(5)
in such a way that * is locally Lipschitz.
Theorem 5.1. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then, \R>0 _r=r(R), $=$(R) such
that
V(U ) :=U&*(U )(K u(U ), K v(U )), U # H_H,
is a pseudogradient for J ; i.e., it satisfies the properties
(i) &V(U )&22 &{J(U )&2
(ii) &{J(U )&22(V(U ), {J(U )).
Proof. Fixing R>0, we have to prove that, for a suitable choice of r
and $, V is a pseudogradient in T2R, 2r, 2$ and B2r , since elsewhere V#{J.
Observe that (i) and (ii) in Definition 5.1 are equivalent to asking whether
(j) 2 &U&K(U )&2&&U&*K(U )&2=&U&2+(2&*2)&K(U )&2
&2(2&*)(K(U ), U )
( jj) 2(U&*K(U ), U&K(U )) &&U&K(U )&2=&U&2+(2*&1)
&K(U )&2&2*(K(U ), U )
are positive. In order to estimate &K(U )&2 and (K(U ), U ) , we shall
distinguish two cases:
Case 1. U # B2r , r>0 to be chosen. We work separately on the com-
ponents of K=(Ku, K v): it suffices to treat K u, since completely analogous
estimates hold for K v. By using the Ho lder inequality (with a=N2,
b=2*2) we have
|(K u(U ), u)) H |= } |0 f (u, v) u }C "
f (u, v)
u "N2 &u&2H
where C is a positive constant coming from the Sobolev embedding
H/L2*. Analogously, it holds that
&Ku(U )&2H=(K
u(U ), Ku(U )) H=|
0
f (u, v) Ku(u, v)
C " f (u, v)u "N2 &K u(U )&H &u&H .
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Joining together the information on Ku and K v, we finally obtain
|(K(U ), U ) |C " f (u, v)u "N2 &u&2H+C "
g(u, v)
v "N2 &v&2H ,
|(K(U ), K(U )) |C 2 " f (u, v)u "
2
N2
&u&2H+C
2 " g(u, v)v "
2
N2
&v&2H .
Now we use Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, and for any =>0 we can find a positive
\= such that & f (u, v)u&N2= and &g(u, v)u&N2= when U # B\= . Thus we
have, for all U # B\= ,
( j)&U&2+&K(U )&2&4(K(U ), U )&U&2 (1&4C=)
( jj)&U&2&&K(U )&2&2(K(U ), U )&U&2 (1&C2=2&2C=).
If we choose = small enough, both ( j) and ( jj) are positive. We thus can fix
0<2r<\= so that V is a pseudogradient in B2r . Note that such an r
depends only on R.
Case 2. U # T2R, 2r, 2$ , with r fixed as in the previous case and $ to be
chosen. We shall deal with the subcase where &v&2*$ &u&2* , the other one
being completely analogous. In this situation we apply Lemma 4.3 to
estimate Ku, choosing therein w=u for (Ku(U ), u) H=0 f (u, v) u and
w=Ku(U ) for (Ku(U ), Ku(U )) H=0 f (u, v) K u(U ). To this aim note
that, since U # B2R , Ku(U ) turns out to lie in a bounded region of H ;
indeed, by (f1) and the Ho lder inequality and the Sobolev embeddings,
&Ku(U )&2H=|
0
f (u, v) K u(U )C &K u(U )&H &u&H &1+|u|+|v| & p&2H ,
leading to &Ku(U )&HCR for a constant CR depending on R. As a result,
for any =>0 we find $= such that
&v&2*<$= &u&2* O{}|0
f (u, v) u }<=
} |0 f (u, v) Ku(U ) u }<=.
Similarly, we can estimate K v by twice applying Lemma 4.4 with w=v and
w=K v; it finally turns out that
&v&2*<$= &u&2* O { |(K(U ), U ) |<=&K(U )&2<=.
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Now take U # T2r, 2R, $= . By the previous computation it turns out
( j)4r2+&K(U )&2&4 |(K(U ), U ) |4r2&4=
( jj)4r2&&K(U )&2&2(K(U ), U ) 4r2&3=,
which are both positive if = is fixed small in dependence on r. We thus can
fix 0<2$<$= so that V is a pseudogradient in T2r, 2R, 2$ . Note that such a
$ indeed depends only on R. This completes the proof. K
We introduce a common notation for all the possible flows associated to
the pseudogradients V we have just built.
Definition 5.2. Let V be the pseudogradient defined in Theorem 5.1.
We shall denote by EV the class of gradient flows ’ associated to V as in
the Deformation Lemma, for any possible choice of the cut-off  and sets
A and B.
5.1. Invariant Sets
Let us fix a pseudogradient V as in Theorem 5.1, and let us consider any
’ # EV . We are going to exhibit some particular sets which are positively
invariant under the action of ’.
Lemma 5.1. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then \’ # EV and \t0 it holds that
U # Br O ’(U, t) # Br .
Lemma 5.2. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then \’ # EV and \t0 it holds that
U # {&u&2*&v&2* =$ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*
=
1
$=& BR=: A$ O ’(U, t) # A$ .
The previous lemmas are a consequence of the fact that V#Id on both
Br and A$ . This implies that, for all t0 and ’ # EV , ’(U, t) is of the radial
form k(t)U for some 0k(t)1. Thus the norm of U # Br _ A$ does not
grow and the quotient &u&2*&v&2* is unchanged under the action of ’.
Finally, we show that in any sublevel of J a large ball is negatively
invariant under the action of any ’ # EV , as follows
Lemma 5.3. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then \l>0 _Rl such that, for all
RRl , it holds that
U # BcR & J
l O ’(U, t) # BcR & J
l \’ # EV , \t0.
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Proof. Let us consider the cut-off function  related to the definition of
’, as in the Deformation Lemma. If (U )=0 then U does not move under
the action of the flow, i.e., ’(U, t)=U for all positive t, and the result is
trivial. Thus let us assume that (U ){0. We divide the proof into two
steps.
Step 1. \l>0 _R (depending on l ) such that, for all RR ,
&U&>R 7 J(U )l O ({J(U ), U )<0.
Indeed, let us compute ({J(U ), U ) &%J(U ), where %>2 is provided by
the assumption (h). We thus obtain, for U in the sublevel J l,
({J(U ), U )%l&( %2&1) &U&2. Choosing R2>%l( %2&1), we obtain the
first step.
Step 2. If &U&>RV , RV as in the construction of the pseudogradient
V, we have
({J(U ), U ) <0 O
d
dt
&’(U, t)& } t=0>0.
By the definition of V=Id&*K, we have that *(U )=1 if &U&>R. Thus
we can make the following computation:
d
dt
(’(U, t), ’(U, t)) } t=0=(&W(’(U, t)), ’(U, t)) } t=0
=
(U )
&{J(U )&
( &U+K(U ); U ) >0.
The final result immediately follows by combining Steps 1 and 2, with
the choice R(l )=max[RV , R ], and recalling that J is nonincreasing under
the action of the flow. K
6. INVARIANT CONES
Let us define the positive and negative cones of H,
C+ :=[u # H : u(x)0, \x # 0],
C& :=[u # H : u(x)0, \x # 0].
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Let us denote by ?\: H  C\ the orthogonal projection on the closed
convex set C\ so that P\(u)=u&?\(u) realizes the distance of u from
C\, i.e., &P\(u)&H=dH(u, C\), for all u # H. We define, for =0,
C\= :=[u # H : &P\(u)&H=].
We wish to prove the following
Theorem 6.1. Assume f # F. Then, \R>0 _=R>0 such that for all
= # [0, =R] we have
K((C \= _H ) & BR)/C
\
=2 _H. (6)
Proof. We prove the result only for the case C+. Thus we take
U # C \= _H. By multiplying the equation &2K
u(U )= f (u, v) with the test
function &[Ku(U )]& and then integrating, we obtain
|
0
|{[Ku(U )]&|2|
0
[ f (u, v)]& [Ku(U )]&
=|
0
[ f (&u&, v)]& [Ku(U )]&,
where the last equality follows by the sign condition f (u, v) u>0. By apply-
ing the generalized Ho lder inequality with a=N2, b=2*, and c=2* to
the last term, we have
&[Ku(U )]&&2H" f (&u
&, v)
&u& "N2 &&u&&H &[K u(U )]&&H ,
as required.
Now observe that by the Sobolev embedding &u&&2*&P+(u)&H and
this last term is smaller than = since u # C += . Thus by Lemma 4.1 with
w=&u& we have the existence of =R such that, \= # [0, =R],
&&u&&H= O " f (&u
&, v)
&u& "N2
1
2
.
Thus by combining these estimates we obtain
&P+(u)&H= O &[Ku(U )]&&H
=
2
.
To obtain the proof of the theorem it suffices to note that Ku(U )=
[Ku(U )]+&[Ku(U )]&, and since a=[K u(U )]+ # C+ we have
&P+(Ku(U ))&H&a&K u(U )&H=&[K u(U )]&&H .
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Remark 6.1. We immediately deduce from (6) that for every 0<==R
we have
U # (C \= _H ) & BR O &{J(U )&
=
2
.
This in particular implies that any U # (C \= _H ) & BR critical for J is
indeed in C\_H, i.e., u0 (respectively u0).
Let us consider any pseudogradient V associated to J as in Theorem 5.1.
Then consider the class EV of flows related to V as in Definition 5.1: We are
going to show that Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.3 indeed lead to sets which
are positively invariant under the action of such flows.
Lemma 6.1. Let ’ # EV and let R>0. Let U # BR such that dH(u, C +)==
(===(R)>0 chosen in Theorem 6.1). Then one of the following alternatives
holds :
(i) ’(U, t)=U \t0;
(ii) ’(U, t) # BR O ’(U, t) # Int(C += ).
Proof. Let us consider the cut-off function  related to the definition of
’, as in the Deformation Lemma. If (U )=0 then U does not move under
the action of the flow, i.e., ’(U, t)=U for all positive t, and alternative (i)
holds. Thus let us assume that (U ){0: we claim that there exists tU>0
such that dH(’u(U, t), C+)<=, for all t # (0, tU). By the Taylor formula at
the first order there exists ;(U ) with &;(U )&=o(t) and o(t)t  0 when
t  0, such that
’(U, t)=U+
d
dt
’(U, 0) t+;(U )
=U+(&U+*(U ) K(U ))
(U )
&{J(U )&
t+;(U )
=:(U )+;(U )
with :(U )=U(1&((U )&{J(U )&) t)+*(U ) K(U )((U )&{J(U )&) t. Thus,
if t is small enough, it turns out that :(U ) is a convex combination between
U and *(U ) K(U ): since *(U ) Ku(U ) # C +=2 by Theorem 6.1, then :
u(U ) is
in the interior of C += . Moreover, since C
+
= is convex, it holds that
dH(:u(U ), C+)
(U )
&{J(U )&
dH(*(U ) Ku(U ), C+) tA
=
2
t
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(A>0 depending on U ), and since &;(U )&=o(t), for all t small enough,
it turns out that ’u(U, t) also is in the interior of C += . From this, alter-
native (ii) immediately follows. K
Theorem 6.2. Let ’ # EV . Then \l>0 _Rl>0 such that, for all R>Rl ,
there exists ===(R)>0 for which it holds that
’(C += _H & J
l; t)/(C += _H _ B
c
R) & J
l \t0.
Proof. Given l>0, by Lemma 5.3 we find Rl>0 which provides the
positive invariance of BcR & J
l, for all RRl . Then we apply Theorem 6.1
in order to find an ===(R)>0 for which Lemma 6.1 holds. Recalling that
the flow ’ is nonincreasing, we obtain the proof. K
Remark 6.2. Needless to say, the previous results of invariance hold for
the corresponding subsets of H_H where the enlarged cones appear in the
second component or in both.
Remark 6.3. The proof of the invariance of the positive and negative
cones with respect to the pseudogradient flow built in Section 5 makes use
of the sign conditions (f3), (g3). In order to weaken these conditions into
(f $3), (g$3) as in Remark 2.2, one can take advantage of a different construc-
tion of the pseudogradient. For instance, in order to obtain the invariance
of C+_H, one can replace the component Ku in (4) with K u defined as
&2K u(u, v) :=f +(x; u, v)&
f &(x; u, v)
u
K u(u, v).
We shall not enter into the details here. Following the line of Section 5,
with a number of cumbersome computations, one can show that the
assumptions (f $3), (g$3) ensure that Theorem 5.1 holds for the vector field V
corresponding to the new pair (K u, K v).
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
7.1. Estimates on J
Lemma 7.1. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then there exist :~ >0 such that for all
0<:<:~ ,
inf
&U&2*=:
J(U )>0.
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Proof. Let us recall that H(s, t)=s0 f (r, t) dr f (s, t) s by (f3). Thus,
by the Ho lder inequality (a=N2, b=2*2) and using the Sobolev
embedding &u&22*S &u&
2
H , we can compute as follows:
} |0 H(u, v) } } |0 f (u, v) u }S "
f (u, v)
u "N2 &u&2H .
Applying Lemma 4.1, for any =>0 we find \>0 such that
} |0 H(u, v) }= &u&2H
for all U such that &v&H1 and &u&H\. In the same way but using g
instead of f we obtain
} |0 H(u, v) }= &v&2H
for all U such that &u&H1 and &v&H\. Thus for all U such that
&u&H\, &v&H\, adding the two estimates, we finally have
2J(U )(1&=) &U&2,
giving the proof. K
Lemma 7.2. Assume ( f, g) # H. Then \R>0 _$=$(R) such that
&U&=R 7\&u&2*&v&2* $ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
$+O J(U )\
R
2+
2
.
Proof. Recalling that J(U )= 12 &U&
2&0 H(u, v), the result will follow
by estimating the last term with Corollary 4.1. Indeed, by choosing therein
4==R2 we find $=$(R) such that, if U is chosen as in the statement, it
holds that |0 (u, v)|R24, giving the thesis. K
Lemma 7.3. Assume ( f, g) # H. Let l # R and [Un]/H_H, such that
J(Un)l and {J(Un)  0. Then
(i) there exists R=R(l ) such that &Un &R ;
(ii) [Un] is relatively compact.
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Proof. Let Un :=(un , vn); by condition (h) (and n large enough) we
have
l+1+o(1) &Un&%J(Un)&({J(Un), Un)
=(%2&1) &Un&2+|
0
f (un , vn) un
+|
0
g(un , vn) vn&|
0
%H(un , vn)
(%2&1) &Un&2+C,
where o(1)  0 if n   and C is a positive constant (independent of l );
this gives Conclusion (i).
Let us consider U # H_H weak limit of Un . Let us recall that Un  U
in L p_L p for all p<2*, by the Rellich Theorem. This allows us to show
that &Un &  &U& by the computation of ({J(Un), Un&U )=o(1), proving
Un  U in H_H and thus (ii). K
Lemma 7.4. Assume ( f, g) # H, let l # R and U # H_H such that
J(U )l. Then the following hold.
(i) _R=R(l ) such that &u&H>R O &u&2*>1.
(ii) \\>0 _R=R(l, \) such that &u&2*<\ O &u&H<R.
Proof. Both the assertions easily follow by estimating the term
0 H(u, v) with growth conditions (f1), (g1), so that it turns out that
lJ(U )C &U&2H&C &U&2*&C. K
7.2. Infmax Structure
Let us fix a positive function a+ # H and a negative one a& # H with dis-
joint supports and such that &a+&H=&a&&H=1 and &a+&2*=&a&&2* . Let
us fix a second pair of functions b+, b& with the same properties and such
that meas(supp(a\) & supp(b\))>0. Let us define _: [0, 1]3  H_H by
suitable convex linear combinations of these functions,
_(x, y, z)=(z(xa&(1&x) a+); z( yb&(1& y) b+)),
and then let us consider
M(R) := max
(x, y, z) # [0, 1]3
J(R_(x, y, z)).
By an easy computation, using (h), it turns out that M(R) is ultimately
constant, i.e., there exists R0>0 such that M(R)#M>0 for all RR0 .
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By Lemma 7.2 we can fix R>0 and $ >0 such that
&U&=2R7\&u&2*&v&2* 2$ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*

1
2$ +O J(U )>M+1. (7)
Then we choose 0<:<:~ (we can assume :~ <1) as in Lemma 7.1. By
Theorem 5.1 we find a suitable $=$(R)>0 (we can assume $<$ ) and
r=r(R)>0, which we can assume to be sufficiently small in relation with
: so that by the Sobolev embedding &u&H<r implies &u&2*<:.
Using the cut-off function * defined as in (5), corresponding to such a
choice of R, r, $, we can build the following pseudogradient for J :
V(U ) :=U&*(U ) K(U ) U # H_H.
Let us consider any flow ’ # EV associated to such a pseudogradient as that
in Definition 5.1. By Lemma 5.3, with l=M, we derive the existence of
R1>0 such that, for all RR1
&U&>R 7 J(U )M O &’(U, t)&>R \t0. (8)
By Lemma 7.3 there exists an R2>0 such that every sequence [Un], such
that J(Un)M and {J(Un)  0, is indeed in BR2 .
Finally, by Lemma 7.4 there exists R3>0 such that &U&2*<1 implies
&U&H<R3 for any U in the sublevel J M.
Now fix R >RM :=max[R, R0 , R1 , R2 , R3] and then define
80( } ) :=R _( } ).
We are going to exhibit a minimax class of 3-surfaces in H_H by
considering all of the possible deformations of 80 under the flows ’ # EV ,
1 :=[8 : [0, 1]3  H_H : 8( } )=’(80( } ); t) for some ’ # EV , t0]. (9)
Lemma 7.5. Let 8 # 1. Then
r<&8(x, y, z)&<R O 8(x, y, z) # {U # H_H : $&u&2*&v&2* 
1
$= .
Proof. Let us note that 80=(8u0 , 8
v
0) is such that &8
u
0&2*&8
v
0&2* =1
and thus it belongs to [U # H_H : $&u&2*&v&2*  1$]. Let us consider
’ # EV and the map 8=’(80 ; t8) at some positive t8 : we claim that 8
does not enter the ‘‘bad’’ region,
Y :={U # H_H : r<&U&<R 7\&u&2*&v&2* <$ 6
&u&2*
&v&2*
>
1
$+= .
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Indeed, let us assume the existence of (x, y, z) # [0, 1]3 such that
8(x, y, z)=’(80(x, y, z); t8) # Y: then there must exist a time t <t8 such
that ’(80(x, y, z); t ) # Y, and thus it belongs to one of the following sets:
v [U # H_H : &U&=r 7 (&u&2* &v&2* $6&u&2*&v&2* 1$)]. In this
case, by Lemma 5.1, we have &’(80(x, y, z); t)&H_H<r, for all t>t , in
contradiction to &’(80(x, y, z); t. &>r.
v [U # H_H : &U&=R 7 (&u&2*&v&2*$ 6 &u&2* &v&2* 1$)]. Note
that, by (7), this set lies at a level greater then M+1. But J decreases
under the flow, and since by the definition of M it holds that J b 80M,
we have J(’(80(x, y, z); t8)M, a contradiction;
v [U # H_H : r&U&R 7 (&u&2*&v&2*=$ 6 &u&2* &v&2* = 1$)];
but this set cannot be passed through by Lemma 5.2.
This concludes the proof. K
We are going to use the class 1 in order to define some minimax values
suitable to find critical points U # H_H satisfying some sign conditions:
Case (+, &). Seeking a solution with u>0, v<0. In a completely
similar way we shall obtain the existence of three more critical points where
both u and v do not change sign.
We are going to use the structure
1 (+, &) :=[.: [0, 1]  H_H : .( } )=8(1, 0, } ); 8 # 1 ]
X (+, &) :=(C += _C
&
= ) & BRM
Q. :=[z # [0, 1] : .(z) # X (+, &)]
c(+, &) := inf
. # 1 (+, &)
max
z # Q.
J(.(z)),
where ===(RM) is chosen as in Theorem 6.2. In this way we have
Proposition 7.1. If . # 1 (+, &) then .([0, 1])/(C += _C
&
= ) _ B
c
RM
.
Proof. Note that .( } )=’(80(1, 0, } ); t) for some t0 and ’ # EV , and
that by construction 80(1, 0, } )/(C+_C&) _ BcRM & J
M. Thus the
statement immediately follows by Theorem 6.2. K
Proposition 7.2. c(+, &) is well defined and positive.
Proof. It suffices to note that for any . # 1 (+, &) there exists z # Q.
such that &.(z)&2*=:, with : sufficiently small so that J is positive by
Lemma 7.1. K
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Theorem 7.1. There exists [Un]/X (+, &) such that J(Un)  c(+, &)
and {J(Un)  0.
Proof. For simplicity of notation we shall omit the exponents (+, &)
along the proof. We argue by contradiction, assuming the existence of $>0
such that
U # X : c&$J(U )c+$ O &{J(U )&>$.
Then let us consider the gradient flow ’ # EV associated to V, with the
following choices for the sets A and B:
B :=(C += _C
&
= ) & BRM & J
c+$
c&$ ;
A :=(C +2= _C
&
2= ) & BRM+1 & J
c+$
c&$ .
Note that infA &{J&>0 by Remark 6.1 and the choice of RM . Let us con-
sider the associated \>0 as in the Deformation Lemma and a suboptimal
map .1 # 1, such that maxQ.1 J b .1c+\. Let .2 :=’(.1 , 1) and note
that .2 # 1: thus there exists U2 # .2([0, 1]) such that U2 # X and
J(U2)c. Let U1 # .1([0, 1]) such that ’(U1 , 1)=U2 .
We claim that &U1&RM . Indeed, J(U2)M since J decreases under
the action of the flow, and if we assume &U1&>RM , by (8) we obtain in
particular &U2 &=&’(U1 ; 1)&>RM , in contradiction with the fact that
U2 # X . The same argument allows us to prove that ’(U1 , t) # BRM for all
t # [0, 1]. By Proposition 7.1 this implies that ’(U1 , t) # C += _C
&
= and thus
that ’(U1 , t) # X for all t # [0, 1]. Thus we can use Property (c) of the
Deformation Lemma and we have
J(U2)J(U1)+\c&
\
2
,
in contradiction to the definition of c.
Corollary 7.1. There exists U # (C+_C&) & BRM such that J(U )=
c(+, &) and {J(U )=0, and so a solution U=(u, v) of (1.1) such that u>0
and v<0.
Proof. The existence of a U # (C += _C
&
= ) & BRM critical point for J at
level c(+, &) follows by the previous theorem and Lemma 7.3; then by
Remark 6.1, U indeed belongs to C+_C&, giving the proof. K
Case (+, \). Seeking a solution with u>0 and v changing sign.
Analogously, we can prove the existence of three more critical points where
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one component is changing sign while the other is either positive or
negative.
1 (+, \) :=[.: [0, 1]2  H_H : .( } , } )=8(1, } , } ); 8 # 1 ]
X (+, \) :=C += _(C
+
= _ C
&
= )
c & BRM
Q. :=[( y, z) # [0, 1]2 : .( y, z) # X (+, \)]
c(+, \) := inf
. # 1 (+, \)
max
( y, z) # Q.
J(.( y, z)),
where = is chosen as in Theorem 6.2 with R=RM and as in (10) below.
Proposition 7.3. If . # 1 (+, \) then ./(C += _H ) _ B
c
RM
.
Proof. Note that .( } , } )=’(80(1, } , } ); t) for some t0 and ’ # EV , and
that by construction 80(1, } , } )/(C+_H) _ BcRM & J
M. Thus to prove the
statement it is enough to show that
U # (C += _H ) _ B
c
RM
& J M O ’(U, t) # (C += _H ) _ B
c
RM
.
This follows by (8) and by Theorem 6.2. K
Proposition 7.4. c(+, \) is well defined and positive.
Proof. For any fixed . # 1 (+, \), .=(.u, .v), let us consider the map
H. : [0, 1]
2  R+_R+
( y, z) [ \|0 |8v(x, y, z)|2*&1 8v(x, y, z); &.( y, z)&2*&:+
where : is as in Proposition 7.2. By construction it holds that
v If y=0 then [.v( y, z)]+=0; if y=1 then [.v( y, z)]&=0.
v If z=0 then &.( y, z)&2*=0; if z=1, then &.( y, z)&2*>1.
The last inequality follows by (i) of Lemma 7.4 and the invariance result
for the exterior of balls as in (8). Thus we are in condition to apply the
Miranda Theorem [13], and we find ( y , z ) such that H.( y , z )=(0, 0),
which means &.( y , z )&2*=: and &[.v( y , z )]+&2*=&[.v( y , z )]&&2* .
Moreover, by Lemma 7.5, we have that &.u( y , z )&2* 1$ &.
v( y , z )&2* . Thus
we obtain
:2&.u( y , z )&22*+&.v( y , z )&22*\1+ 1$2+ &.v( y , z )&22*
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and finally
&[.v( y , z )]\&2*
1
2
: \1+ 1$2+
&12
=: ;.
Now we fix the = of the enlargements of the cones C\ in such a way that
=<S&1;. With such a choice, we obtain that .v( y , z ) # (C += _ C
&
= )
c, since
by the Sobolev embedding & }&2*S & }&H it holds that
dH(.v( y , z ), C\)S &1 dL2*(.v( y , z ), C \)
=S &1 &[.v( y , z )]\&2*S &1;>=. (10)
Note moreover that .( y , z ) # BRM by (ii) of Lemma 7.4.
With this we have shown that, for any . # 1 (+, \), there exists a
( y. , z.) # Q. and that, moreover, J(.( y. , z.))>0, concluding the
proof. K
With this we can now state the existence result:
Theorem 7.2. There exists a [Un]/X (+, \) such that J(Un)  c(+, \)
and {J(Un)  0.
And we can also state its immediate consequence,
Corollary 7.2. There exists U # C+_(C += _ C
&
= )
c & BRM such that
J(U )=c(+, \) and {J(U )=0, and so we have a solution U=(u, v) of (1)
such that u>0 and v is of changing sign.
We do not give here the proof of Theorem 7.2, since it is completely
analogous to the one provided for Theorem 7.3 below.
Case (\, \). Seeking a solution with both u, v changing sign. Let us
consider the infmax structure, where we use the whole class 1 in (9),
1 (\, \) :=1
X (\, \) :=(C += _ C
&
= )
c_(C += _ C
&
= )
c & BRM
Q8 :=[(x, y, z) # [0, 1]3 : 8(x, y, z) # X (\, \)]
c(\, \) := inf
8 # 1
max
(x, y, z) # Q8
J(8(x, y, z)),
where = is chosen as in Theorem 6.2 and as in (12) below.
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Proposition 7.5. c(\, \) is well defined and positive.
Proof. For any fixed 8 # 1, 8=(8u, 8v), let us consider the map
H8 : [0, 1]
3  R+_R+_R+
(x, y, z) [ \|0 |8u(x, y, z)| 2*&1 8u(x, y, z);
|
0
|8v(x, y, z)|2*&1 8v(x, y, z); &8(x, y, z)&&:+ ,
with : chosen as above. By construction it holds that
v If x=0 then [8u(x, y, z)]+=0; if x=1 then [8u(x, y, z)]&=0.
v If y=0 then [8v(x, y, z)]+=0; if y=1 then [8v(x, y, z)]&=0.
v If z=0 then &8(x, y, z)&=0; if z=1 then &8(x, y, z)&>1.
The last inequality follows by (i) of Lemma 7.4 and the invariance result
for the exterior of balls as in (8). Thus we are in a condition to apply the
Miranda Theorem [13], and we find (x , y , z ) such that H8(x , y , z )=
(0, 0, 0), which means &8(x , y , z )&=: and &[8u(x , y , z )]+&2*=&[8u(x ,
y , z )]&&2* and &[8v(x , y , z )]+&2*=&[8v(x , y , z )]&&2* . Moreover, by
Lemma 7.5, we have that &8u(x , y , z )&2* 1$ &8
v(x , y , z )&2* . Thus we
obtain
:2&8u(x , y , z )&22*+&8
v(x , y , z )&22*\1+ 1$2+ &8v(x , y , z )&22* , (11)
and finally,
&[8v(x , y , z )]\&2*
1
2
: \1+ 1$2+
&12
=: ;.
Now we fix = of the enlargements of the cones C\, in such a way that
=<S&1;. With such a choice, we obtain that 8u(x , y , z ) # (C += _ C
&
= )
c,
since by the Sobolev embedding it holds that
dH(8v(x , y , z ), C\)S &1dL2*(8v(x , y , z ), C\)
=S &1 &[8v(x , y , z )]\&2*S&1;>=. (12)
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Moreover, by again using Lemma 7.5 but with the inequality &8v(x , y , z )&2*
1
$ &8
u(x , y , z )&2* , we also obtain &[8v(x , y , z )]\&2*;, giving
dH(8u(x , y , z ), C \)>=.
Note moreover that .(x , y , z ) # BRM by (ii) of Lemma 7.4.
With this we have shown that, for any 8 # 1, there exists (x8 , y8 , z8) #
Q8 and that, moreover, J(8(x8 , y8 , z8))>0, concluding the proof. K
Theorem 7.3. There exists [Un]/X (\, \) such that J(Un)  c(\, \)
and {J(Un)  0.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we shall omit the exponent (\, \).
We argue by contradiction assuming the existence of $>0 such that
U # X : c&$J(U )c+$ O &{J(U )&>$.
Then let us consider the gradient flow ’ # EV associated to V, with the
choices for the sets A and B,
B :=(C += _ C
&
= )
c_(C += _ C
&
= )
c & BRM & J
c+$
c&$ ;
and
A :=(C +=2 _ C
&
=2)
c_(C +=2 _ C
&
=2)
c & BRM+1 & J
c+$
c&$ .
Note that infA &{J&>0. Let us consider the associated \>0 as in the
Deformation Lemma and a suboptimal map 81 # 1, i.e., such that maxQ81
J b 81c+\. Note that 81( } ) :=’(80( } ); t1) for some t10, and let
82( } ) :=’(80( } ); t1+1). Since 82 # 1 there exists U2 # 82([0, 1]3) such
that U2 # X and J(U2)c: let U1 # 81([0, 1]3) such that ’(U1 , 1)=U2 .
We claim that &U1&RM . Indeed, J(U2)M (since J decreases under
the action of the flow), and if we assume &U1&>RM , by (8) we obtain in
particular that &U2&=&’(U1 ; 1)&>RM , in contradiction to the fact that
U2 # X . The same argument allows us to prove that ’(U1 ; t) # BRM for all
t # [0, 1].
We also claim that ’(U1 , t) # (C += _ C
&
= )
c_(C += _ C
&
= )
c for all t # [0, 1]:
this is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2, where the alternative (i)
cannot hold since #1 on B. With this we have obtained that ’(U1 ; t) # X
for all t # [0, 1]: thus by Condition (c) of the Deformation Lemma we have
J(U2)J(U1)+\c&
\
2
,
in contradiction to the definition of c.
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Corollary 7.3. There exists U # (C += _ C
&
= )
c_(C+= _ C
&
= )
c & BRM
such that J(U)=c(\, \) and {J(U)=0, and so we have a solution U=(u, v)
of (1) such that u and v are of changing sign.
Remark 7.1. We point out that the multiplicity results of this section
mainly rely on the invariance properties of the enlarged cones under the
action of the flow associated to pseudogradients defined in Section 5. As
already observed in Remark 6.3, there is a weaker set of assumptions that
still guarantees these invariance properties. Hence the conclusion of
Theorem 2.1 still holds when (f3), (g3) are replaced by (f $3), (g$3).
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section we finally assume that the potential H satisfies the more
general assumptions (H1)(H4). We shall use the same notation as in
Section 2., so that U=(s, t) and the partial derivative of H with respect to
s and t are denoted respectively by f (x; s, t) and g(x; s, t). In order to prove
Theorem 1.1 we shall make use of the following approximation procedure:
Let
H=(x; s, t)=.= \ |s||t|+ H(x; s, t)
where .= is defined as
.=(r)={.(r=).(1(=r))
if r<1
if r>1,
where . is a smooth positive increasing function such that .(0)=0,
.(r)=O(ra) as r  0, .(r)=1, for every r1, and .$(r) ra.(r), for every
r # [0, 1]; here 1<a :=min(:1 , :2).
We denote
f=(x; s, t)=
H=
s
(x; s, t)
=.= \ |s||t|+ f (x; s, t)+.$= \
|s|
|t|+
sign(s)
|t|
H(x; s, t) (13)
g=(x; s, t)=
H=
t
(x; s, t)
=.= \ |s||t|+ g(x; s, t)&.$= \
|s|
|t|+
sign(t) |s|
|t|2
H(x; s, t). (14)
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Moreover, we denote by (P=) and J= the boundary value problems and the
energy functionals associated to the family of potentials H= .
We are going to show in Proposition 8.1 that Theorem 2.1 is applicable
to the systems associated to each potential H= . Moreover, since H=H,
one easily finds estimates on the levels of the solutions which are indepen-
dent of =. Passing to the limit as = goes to zero, thanks to Propositions 8.3
and 8.2, the solutions (u= , v=) of the approximating problems will converge
in C1(0 ) to solutions of the original problem. Concerning the sign
conditions, of course the positive (or negative) components will converge
to the positive (negative) components of the original problems. Arguing by
contradiction, assume that a sequence of sign changing components, say
(u=), converges to a one-sign limit, say u0. By the sign condition (H4) on
f we infer that u>0 and therefore, thanks to the regularity of the bound-
ary, we conclude that the normal derivative at the boundary is negative.
This contradicts the fact that the approximating sequence changes sign.
To carry over the proof we start with the following result
Proposition 8.1. For every =>0, ( f= , g=) # H.
Proof. We first deduce from (H1), (H2) the following properties of f, g,
and H
| f (x; s, t)|+| g(x; s, t)|
|s|+ |t|
C(1+|s|+ |t| ) p&2,
and therefore
|H(x; s, t)|
|s| ( |s|+|t| )
+
|H(x; s, t)|
|t| ( |s|+|t| )
C(1+|s|+|t| ) p&2.
We write
} f=(x; s, t)s }=.= \
|s|
|t|+\1+
|t|
|s|+
f (x; s, t)
|s|+|t|
+.$= \ |s||t|+\1+
|s|
|t|+
H(x; s, t)
|s| ( |s|+|t| )
.
To prove that f= satisfies (f1) we just observe that .=(r)(1+r&1) and
.$=(r)(1+r) are both bounded, although dependent on =. Moreover, from
(H2) we have
lim
(s, t)  (0, 0)
|H(x; s, t)|
|s| ( |s|+|t| )
+
|H(x; s, t)|
|t| ( |s|+ |t| )
=0,
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and from (H3), we have, uniformly in x # 0 and on compact sets of R2,
lim
s  0
|H(x; s, t)|
|s|
=lim
t  0
|H(x; s, t)|
|s|
=lim
s  0
|H(x; s, t)|
|t|
=lim
t  0
|H(x; s, t)|
|t|
=0.
(15)
Since .=(r)(1+r&1) and .$=(r)(1+r) have zero limits, as r  0 and
r  +, the above formulae, together with (H2), also prove that f=
satisfies (f2). In order to verify the assumption (f3) we use (H4) and the fact
that .$=(r) ra.=(r) with :1a to obtain
f=(x; s, t) s{:1.= \ |s||t|++.$= \
|s|
|t|+
|s|
|t|= H(x; s, t)0.
Finally, the condition (f0) easily follows from (H3) and (15) and (h)
follows from the fact that {H=(x; s, t) } (s, t)=.=( |s||t| ) {H(x; s, t) } (s, t).
Analogously (g1)(g3) hold and this concludes the proof. K
Proposition 8.2. Let =  0. Then f=  f and g=  g uniformly in
compact subsets of 0_R2.
Proof. We prove the assertion in the case of f= . Let us fix a ball
|s|+|t|M. Consider the difference
f (x; s, t)& f=(x; s, t)=(1&.=( |s||t| )) f (x; s, t)&|.$=( |s||t| )| |t|&1 H(x; s, t)
and note that it is zero for all s, t such that =<|s||t|<1=. Thus assume
that either |s|<= |t|=M, or |t|<= |s|=M so that at least one between
s and t vanishes when letting =  0. This implies that (1&.=( |s||t| )) f (x, s, t)
 0 by the assumption (H3), and the remaining term vanishes as well by
(15), taking into account that .$=(r) r is bounded independently of =. K
Proposition 8.3. Let c # R be fixed and let (u= , v=)=>0 be a family of
solutions to (P=) such that J=(u= , v=)c. Then (u= , v=) is bounded in the
C1, $(0 ) topology.
Proof. This is a standard regularity result for superlinear elliptic
systems and relies upon two basic estimates independent of =. The first is
Rabinowitz’s strong superlinearity condition, namely {H=(x; s, t) } (s, t)
%H=(x; s, t)&C with %>2, which holds uniformly in = as a direct conse-
quence of (H4). The second is that the growth condition (H1) is fulfilled by
each H= because of (H1), and it is independent of = by (15) and the uniform
boundedness of .$=(r) r. The first estimate, together with the uniform bound
on the levels of J= , implies the boundedness in the H 1-norm of the family
of solutions. The second estimate, through a boot-strap argument based
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upon the subcriticality of the exponent p and the regularity of the domain,
will improve the bound up to the C1, $-norm. K
Remark 8.1. We now conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 under the
weaker assumptions suggested in Remark 1.1, namely (H1)(H3) and (H5)
but requiring that condition (H4) holds only for large values of |U|. One
may easily check that the assumption (H5) implies that the modified field
( f= , g=) satisfies the sign conditions (f$3) and (g$3) in Remark 2.2. According
to Remark 7.1, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds for the approximating
problems (P=). Once again we wish to pass to the limit as =  0, preserving
the sign properties of the components of the solutions to (P=). In doing this
we exploit (H5) again in order to apply the Strong Maximum Principle.
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